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For Kevin Rouillard, the context is 
never neutral, it determines the objects’ 
status, their reception and value.

Kevin Rouillard shows his lack of 
interest for oppositions between true or 
false, the original and the copy, in a sys-
tem that creates value for artworks. This 
may also explain his reluctance to cir-
cumscribe his work to postcolonial com-
mitment (despite a maternal link with 
Cape Verde): he belongs to a generation 
of artists that has perceived the paradox 
of being allocated an identity to origins of 
which they actually have little knowledge. 
To broach the subject, he therefore finds 
oblique, non linear strategies, such as 
this last series. “To send products to 
Cape Verde, expatriates fill barrels 
because cargo transport isn’t expensive”, 
he says. “Once they arrive, these barrels 
become doors, wood-burning stoves, 
brushes, houses. i decided to transform 
them into twisted shields, used in the for-
mation of Roman soldiers as a collective 
shell.” Like a Trojan horse, the barrels 
have also become paintings. 

(extract from Kevin Rouillard : futur 
fossile, qdA 08/072016, pedro morais)

Born in 1989, Kevin Rouillard as 
graduated with honors from ensBA in 
paris in 2014. He participated to the 60th 
salon de montrouge and to the prize of 
Villa emerige (Empiristes) in 2015. The 
same year, he also won the Foundation 
François de Hatvany prize. in 2016 his 
work was included in the exhibition Dis-
topark, at Confort moderne in poitiers, 
and Le Nouveau monde industriel, (cura-
ting : nicolas Bourriaud) at Galleria 
Continua / Les moulins. 

He his currently showing his latest 
works at Les Abattoirs, FRAC midi-pyré-
nées, Toulouse, for the exhibition Autour 
du Nouveau Réalisme, Les dadas des 
Daniel. upcoming in 2017 : solo shows at 
l’Assaut de la menuiserie, saint-etienne 
and at The Chimney, new-York, alongside 
with a group show with Centre d’Art parc 
saint Léger.

exhibition with the support to galleries / 
first exhibition by Centre national des 
arts plastiques.
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